Passing information changed as it went from higher to lower.

Only one out of all one got to see FRAGO.

Some could get access if they needed to one had 8.

Comm with SPPIDET was lacking at time.

Deep corps set up early on Mar.

CP -> holding longer than 24 hours

7-10 days before moving to I/E.

helded at longer due to

CPA - said how many they could hold heads up.
RFS

Cds are not focusing on Dp. because RC units are trapped to do DoD mission.

Ways to make thing better or fix:
- Put more MP's in theater, grow MP corps
- More money to fix the DEF FIR FAC 2 yrs ago.
- Log SPT heavy EA to move dirt, pickets, wire, barriers, light, etc.

- Training, de-and ramps - make it tech sound
  - Modern day tech to cut down
    - May Cock etc
  - Standarize accounting of detainee
    - Every FAc had their own acct. sys.

Some detainee had 2 in 3 number.

Use BATS had report office to given new

Log problem

- Log - Tents.
  - Comm from higher to lower.
No one was in a place where MI's ran the FAC.

If MI want someone for the cell, they would come and get them from the head side. (Abu) sign for start. Sip. 03 - Mar 04.

If Mr. Bke picked Abu as the location had contact to fix up place. plaster, water, etc.

Movement of detainee.

Gimmer had 2-3 (7)

DA IG
MP's did not set up conditions for MI.

1 - S-2 - did interrogation

1 - S-2 - ask did we want Rini living before Saudi, or how to segregate the detainees.

MP would make the detainees around.

Passive -> who lead plays

who get extra food -> pass upon them.

Dim -> detainee # lead plays

Today MP's would pass this to S-2 to analysis.

Pass info to JOC to JOC